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Dipole-dipole interaction between rubidium Rydberg atoms
Emily Altiere,1 Donald P. Fahey,1 Michael W. Noel,1 Rachel J. Smith,2 and Thomas J. Carroll2
1Physics Department, Bryn Mawr College, Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania 19010, USA
2Department of Physics and Astronomy, Ursinus College, Collegeville, Pennsylvania 19426, USA
(Received 10 June 2011; published 28 November 2011)
Ultracold Rydberg atoms in a static electric field can exchange energy via the dipole-dipole interaction. The
Stark effect shifts the energy levels of the atoms which tunes the energy exchange into resonance at specific
values of the electric field (Fo¨rster resonances). We excite rubidium atoms to Rydberg states by focusing either
a 480 nm beam from a tunable dye laser or a pair of diode lasers into a magneto-optical trap. The trap lies at
the center of a configuration of electrodes. We scan the electric field by controlling the voltage on the electrodes
while measuring the fraction of atoms that interact. Dipole-dipole interaction spectra are presented for initially
excited rubidium nd states for n = 31 to 46 and for four different pairs of initially excited rubidium ns states.
We also present the dipole-dipole interaction spectra for individual rubidium 32d (j,mj ) fine structure levels
that have been selectively excited. The data are compared to calculated spectra.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.84.053431 PACS number(s): 32.80.Ee, 32.80.Rm, 32.60.+i
I. INTRODUCTION
The dipole-dipole interaction provides a strong coupling
between atoms in an ultracold Rydberg gas. This interaction
can be tuned into resonance with a small electric field,
allowing pairs of atoms separated by tens of microns to
exchange energy on a time scale of a few microseconds
[1–9]. Ultimately, the strong interaction among cold Rydberg
atoms may prove useful for quantum computing [10,11]. The
dipole blockade has been observed for an ensemble of cesium
Rydberg atoms [12,13] and for two Rydberg atoms [14,15].
Recently, two atoms have been entangled using the Rydberg
blockade [16,17]. The potential for constructing a quantum
computer with this system is explored in an extensive review
by Saffman et al. [18]. In addition to mediating the exchange
of energy among atoms, the dipole-dipole interaction provides
an attraction between atoms that can lead to ionizing collisions,
which seed the evolution of the sample into an ultracold plasma
[19–22]. Ultracold plasmas present interesting opportunities
for studies in the strong-coupling regime where the Coulomb
interaction between neighboring particles exceeds their kinetic
energies [23].
The interest in long-range dipolar interactions in ultracold
gases extends well beyond the Rydberg system described here.
Recently, researchers have Bose condensed chromium atoms,
which have a magnetic dipole moment of 6 Bohr magnetons
[24]. The mechanical effects of the dipole-dipole interaction
among these atoms have been directly observed in the expan-
sion of the condensate [25]. Another system receiving consid-
erable attention is an ultracold gas of heteronuclear molecules
[26,27]. By applying an external electric field to this system the
molecules can be polarized, inducing a sizable dipole moment.
The long-range nature of the dipole-dipole interaction in
all of these systems has begun to reveal a host of new
phenomena that promise to give insight into condensed matter
physics, plasma physics, and the atomic physics of ultracold
gases.
In this paper we present dipole-dipole interaction spectra
for atoms initially excited to a broad range of nd energy
levels and pairs of ns energy levels. For rubidium nd atoms
there are two sets of energy levels that can be tuned into
resonance:
nd + nd → (n − 2) manifold + (n + 2)p, (1a)
nd + nd → (n + 1)p + (n − 1) manifold. (1b)
The nd atoms participating in the interaction can be any
combination of the five (j,mj ) states. For example, Fig. 1
shows two possible resonances of the type in Eq. (1a). Over
this field range there are several hundred possible resonances.
The up-arrow in Fig. 1 denotes a transition from a 39d state
to a 41p state while the down-arrow denotes a transition from
a 39d state to an n = 37 manifold state. The interactions of
the type in Eq. (1b) typically tune into resonance at electric
fields higher than those considered in this work. We will
refer to the energy exchange of Eqs. (1a) and (1b) as the dd
interaction.
For certain pairs of rubidium ns states, the following energy
levels can be tuned into resonance:
n1s + n2s → (n1 − 1)p + (n2 + 1)p, (2)
where n1 and n2 are two different principal quantum numbers
with n1 < n2. For example, Fig. 2 shows possible resonances
of this type with n1 = 34s and n2 = 46s. The up-arrow in
Fig. 2 denotes a transition from the 46s state to the 47p state
while the down-arrow denotes a transition from the 34s state to
the 33p state. We will refer to the energy exchange of Eq. (2)
as the ss ′ interaction.
II. EXPERIMENT
We begin our experiment by trapping about 106 atoms
in a magneto-optical trap (MOT). We then excite the cold
atoms to the desired Rydberg states using pulsed laser light. A
static electric field is present during the excitation to tune the
energies of the states into resonance where they can exchange
energy. Finally, we field ionize the atoms and measure the final
state distribution in order to determine how many atoms have
exchanged energy.
We trap 85Rb atoms using a 780 nm diode laser in a standard
MOT configuration. The trapping lasers cycle atoms between
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Rb Stark map showing the n = 37 mani-
fold, the 39d state, and the 41p state. For clarity, only the mj = 1/2
states are shown for the manifold. The 37f and 37g states are visibly
separated from the manifold. The up (green, solid) and down (red,
dashed) arrows denote the locations of two of the many possible
resonant interactions. States in the manifold with a large slope tune
into resonance at lower electric fields while “flatter” manifold states
tune into resonance at relatively higher electric fields.
the 5s1/2 and 5p3/2 states. For most of the data presented
in this paper, we further excite the atoms from the 5p3/2 to
Rydberg states using a 480 nm neodymium doped, yttrium
aluminum garnet (Nd:YAG) pumped dye laser (Coumarin-
480). In Figs. 3 and 4 we present dipole-dipole interaction
spectra for atoms initially excited to a single nd state. The
bandwidth of our dye laser is too broad to resolve the fine
structure splitting of the d states so, in practice, our initial
state is a mixture of all five (j,mj ) states for a particular nd
level.
FIG. 2. (Color online) Rb Stark map showing the 33p, 34s, 46s,
and 47p states. The up (green, solid) and down (red, dashed) arrows
denote the locations of resonant interactions.
After excitation, the atoms are allowed to interact for 5 μs
in the presence of a static electric field. This field is applied
by biasing a pair of cylinders, one on each side of the trapped
atoms, at the appropriate voltages. We then scan this field from
0 V/cm to either 2 or 4 V/cm. At various electric fields there
are Stark states equally spaced above and below the initial
states, which allows pairs of atoms to exchange energy. After
the interaction time has concluded, a high-voltage ionization
field is applied to the cylinder across from the detector. The
field ionizes the initial d state atoms and the higher energy
p state atoms resulting from the resonant energy exchange.
The ionization pulse causes the freed electrons to accelerate
toward the chevron microchannel plate assembly where they
are detected. The atoms of energy lower than the initial excited
state end up in a manifold state and are not detected. Integrating
the time-resolved signal received from atoms in the higher
p state scanned over many shots of the laser, we graph the
dipole-dipole interaction spectrum. Figures 3 and 4 show the
number of atoms that are excited to the upper p state as a
function of electric field (V/cm) for the dd interactions from
31d to 46d.
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Data (solid blue) and calculation (dashed red) for the dd interactions from 31d to 38d . The 32d spectrum (b) displays
a prominent peak at low field that is due to the 30g state.
We have also measured the dipole-dipole interaction spectra
for several pairs of initially excited s states (Fig. 5). In this case
the experimental procedure is identical except that we use two
dye lasers to excite the two s states.
Finally, we have produced high-resolution spectra for the
32d state in which we completely resolve the fine structure
splitting in the initial excitation (Fig. 6). This is done by
replacing the dye laser with a pair of diode lasers [28]. One
053431-3
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Data (solid blue) and calculation (dashed red) for the dd interactions from 39d to 46d . Many of these states display
prominent early peaks that are due to the manifold f and g states.
of the diode lasers drives the 5p → 5d transition at 776 nm.
From the 5d state the atoms fluoresce down to the 6p state.
The final transition to Rydberg levels is from the 6p state with
laser light near 1022 nm. The narrow bandwidth of these lasers
allows us to selectively excite one of the (j,mj ) states, which
are split in the presence of a static field as seen in Fig. 1 for the
053431-4
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Data (solid blue) and calculation (dashed
red) for four different ss ′ interactions: (a) 25s + 33s → 24p + 34p,
(b) 34s + 46s → 33p + 47p, (c) 35s + 47s → 34p + 48p, and
(d) 37s + 50s → 36p + 51p.
39d state. We therefore excite the desired state in a 6 V/cm
field. Immediately after excitation, the field is switched in less
that 200 ns to the “interaction field,” which is varied as before
to collect spectra.
FIG. 6. (Color online) Data (solid blue) and calculation (dashed
red) for the dd interactions for individual 32d (j,mj ) states. The
five spectra are graphed at arbitrary vertical positions for clarity of
viewing. The calculations generally agree with the data with the
exception of the initial 30g peak in the 32d5/2 states.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We have developed a model of the dipole-dipole interaction
spectra. The first step is to find all of the dipole-dipole
resonances for each dd or ss ′ interaction. To do so, we created
a Stark map at.05 V/cm resolution for the region 0–10 V/cm
and n = 20 to 60. For each interaction, we search the Stark
map for all possible resonances: pairs of initial and final states
that satisfy energy conservation and selection rules. For the
ss ′ interactions, there are typically fewer than 10 possible
resonances. For the dd interactions, the number of possible
resonances for electric fields less than about 4 V/cm ranges
from a few hundred at n = 31 to a few thousand at n = 46.
At the electric field of each possible resonance we calculate
the eigenvectors for each initial and final state involved.
We use the eigenvectors to calculate the transition dipole
moments for each possible resonance (averaging over all
atomic orientations). The s, p, and d states are relatively flat in
the region of electric field that we examine. These eigenvectors
will therefore mostly retain their zero-field character (for
convenience we will continue to label the states with their
zero-field character). Thus the d → p and s → p transition
dipole moments are relatively large, with typical values of a
053431-5
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few 100 ea0 for our resonances. Except for the f state, the
d state does not couple to the manifold at zero electric field.
The manifold states, however, mix significantly as the electric
field increases and the d → manifold state transition dipole
moments become nonzero with typical values of 10 to 20 ea0.
We estimate the amplitude and width of each resonance
by simulating the many-body energy exchange for a range of
dipole moments, detunings, and numbers of atoms. We model
the dd interaction as a three-level system with an upper p state,
an initial d state, and a lower manifold state. We assume that
the atoms are initially in the state |dddd . . .〉 and we calculate
the time evolution.
The simulation is performed by diagonalization of the full
dipole-dipole Hamiltonian matrix ˆH , similar to [29,30]. The
off-diagonal elements of the Hamiltonian in atomic units are
given by
ˆHk =
∑
i =j
ρˆidpρˆ
j
dm
μν
R3ij
+ ρˆidpρˆjpd
μ2
R3ij
+ ρˆidmρˆjmd
ν2
R3ij
, (3)
where k and  refer to different states, i and j refer to individual
atoms within each state, and the sum is over all atoms in each
state. The operators ρˆab take an individual atom from state
a to state b, where a and b are the states involved in the
dd interaction as shown, for example, in Fig. 1. We ignore
any orientation or spin effects and approximate the dipole-
dipole interaction coupling by μν/R3ij where Rij is the distance
between the two atoms. The first term in Eq. (3) is the field-
tuned interaction and the next two terms are always resonant
interactions. The diagonal elements of the Hamiltonian are
given by
ˆHkk =
∑
i=j
ρˆimm/2 + ρˆipp/2, (4)
where the detuning, or energy defect,  = 2Ed − (Ep + Em).
The Hamiltonian for the ss ′ interaction is similar and is given
in [31]. While it has been found that dipole-dipole interactions
can lead to consequential atomic motion [19,32], we assume
that we are in the regime of a “frozen gas.” We therefore
assume that the atoms are stationary on the time scales and
densities studied. We also simplify the calculation by treating
the dipole-dipole interaction as a process that occurs after the
excitation of the atoms to Rydberg states, with no overlap in
time.
We simulate the interactions by randomly placing some
number of Rydberg atoms in a cylindrical volume. Most of
our results for the dd interaction are for 9-atom simulations
where it is easy for us to generate good statistics since
the 3139 × 3139 Hamiltonian matrix can be diagonalized
efficiently. Similarly, most of our results for the ss ′ interaction
are for 12 total atoms where the Hamiltonian matrix is a
maximum of 924 × 924. The exact size of the ss ′ Hamiltonian
depends on the specific mixture of s and s ′ atoms. For our
simulations, we averaged over all possible combinations of s
and s ′ atoms yielding 12 total atoms. In the case of 9 atoms,
the cylindrical region is 164 μm long with a 20 μm radius. We
keep the density fixed for other numbers of atoms by fixing
the diameter and changing the length of the line.
In the experiment, we do not attempt to measure the number
of Rydberg atoms excited. The dd resonances for the states
we examined are closely spaced: within the width of one
resonance there are likely to be multiple additional resonances
with comparable dipole moments. For the data presented in
Figs. 3 and 4, we are also exciting a mixture of initial d (j,mj )
sublevels of which different combinations may participate in
each resonance. In fact, for some combinations of resonances,
individual atoms may be able to simultaneously participate in
multiple resonances (a possibility that our simulation ignores).
For these reasons it is difficult to measure how many atoms
are participating in each resonance. Our approach instead is
to simulate the peak widths for various numbers of Rydberg
atoms to establish a range for the spectral fits.
Figure 7 shows some results of these simulations for the
dd and ss ′ interactions. Figure 7(a) shows the peak width as
a function of the dipole-dipole interaction coupling strength
(represented by the product of the dipole moments) for the
dd interaction with 9 total atoms (blue circles) and for the ss ′
interaction for 12 total atoms (red squares). The peak width
increases linearly with the product of the dipole moments in
both cases, although the slope is significantly smaller for the
ss ′ case. Examples of simulated peaks for a range of atom
numbers at fixed density and fixed dipole moment for the dd
interaction are shown in Fig. 7(c), where we plot an adjusted
fraction of atoms excited to the p state vs detuning. We find
that, as the number of atoms is increased, the fraction of atoms
excited to the p state also increases. In Fig. 7(c) we have
adjusted this amplitude so that the peak widths can be more
directly compared. As is evident in Fig. 7(c) the peak widths
converge as we include 9 to 11 atoms in our simulation. For 5
to 9 atoms, we averaged 1000 or more runs of the simulation
at each of 20 detunings. At 10 atoms we averaged 500 runs.
Our simulations were limited to 11 atoms where we averaged
only 100 runs (since the Hamiltonian matrix is 256 53 ×
256 53 the 11-atom case is significantly more computationally
intensive).
The widths of the peaks are determined partly by the
many-body nature of the interaction and the electric field
inhomogeneity. The electric field inhomogeneity should be
approximately the same for all interactions studied and is
modeled as a free parameter that is adjusted to achieve a
better fit to the data. The range of field inhomogeneities
used in fitting the data is consistent with an estimate of a
residual field variation of ∼1% over the volume of Rydberg
atoms, made by modeling our interaction region using the
software package SIMION. Based on the simulation data in
Fig. 7, we calculate the many-body component of the width
of each resonance by multiplying the product of the dipole
moments by a constant. The constant is chosen to best fit
the data but is similar in magnitude to the slopes of the best fit
lines in Fig. 7(a). To convert the many-body width from atomic
units to V/cm we determine the slope of each resonance. The
manifold states involved in a resonance primarily determine
this slope. Figure 1 shows two possible resonances: one at
a lower field near 1 V/cm and one at a higher field near
4 V/cm. At lower fields, low  manifold states with a high
slope tune into resonance first. At higher fields, states closer
to the middle of the manifold with smaller slopes tune into
resonance. This will cause resonances at higher fields to be
broader compared to resonances at lower fields. This effect is
observed in the data; for example, see Fig. 3(d) which shows
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FIG. 7. (Color online) Various components of the model used to
calculate the dipole-dipole spectra shown in Figs. 3, 4, and 5. (a) Peak
widths were simulated for the dd interaction (blue circles) and the ss ′
interaction (red squares) at a variety of coupling strengths (product
of the transition dipole moments). In both cases the simulated data
fit well to a linear model. For the same atomic density and coupling
strength, the dd interaction (solid blue line) has a larger width than
the ss ′ interaction (dashed red line). (b) The time-averaged fraction
of atoms excited to the p state is shown for the dd interaction as a
function of coupling strength. This plot was generated by simulating
9 atoms at fixed density. For a wide range of coupling strengths the
fraction of atoms excited to the p state saturates. (c) Sample simulated
peaks for the dd interaction. Atoms were simulated at fixed density
in a cylindrical volume. The shortest peak (solid blue) is the result
of a 5-atom simulation. Progressively taller peaks are the results of
simulations including 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11 atoms. The amplitudes
of the peaks have been adjusted so that the peak widths can be more
directly compared.
the d-state interaction for the 34d state. An exception to this
trend can be seen in Fig. 3(b) and Figs. 4(d)–4(h), all of which
exhibit a relatively broad peak at low field [33]. These peaks
are due to the relatively flat (at low field) f and g states, which
are slightly displaced from the manifold due to their small
quantum defects.
Comparing Figs. 3 and 4 to Fig. 5, one can see that the
experimental peak widths for the dd and ss ′ interactions are
of similar order of magnitude. The simulations predict that the
many-body width for the ss ′ interaction increases more slowly
with coupling strength than for the dd interaction, but there
are two effects which act to broaden the ss ′ peaks. First, the s
and p states involved in the ss ′ interaction are all relatively flat
in electric field compared to the manifold states involved in
the dd interaction. Second, the product of the dipole moments
is larger for the ss ′ interaction because both transition dipole
moments are on the order of a few 100 ea0.
Another potential source of broadening of the dipole-dipole
interaction resonances is the presence of ions. The interaction
between atoms produces a mechanical force that, in the
attractive case, can cause them to collide and ionize [19,34].
We do not see ions present in our field ionization signal and
therefore neglect this as a potential source of broadening in
our calculations.
We use a simple model for the peak amplitudes. In Fig. 7(b)
we graph the fraction of atoms excited to the p state as a
function of the dipole-dipole coupling strength for the dd
interaction. These simulation results indicate that the fraction
of atoms excited to the upper p state increases with time to a
steady state saturation value that is similar for a wide range of
dipole moments. Figure 7(b) shows that this saturation value
is about 0.25 for the dd interaction (when simulating 9 atoms).
For smaller dipole moments the fraction of atoms excited to
the p state drops rapidly to zero. In our model we assume that,
below some cutoff value of the coupling strength, the fraction
of atoms excited to the p state drops linearly to zero. Above
this cutoff value the fraction of atoms excited to the p state is
constant. The cutoff value is chosen to achieve a good fit to
the data.
We evaluate the model by independently fitting each data
set to the corresponding calculated spectrum. We use a
standardχ2 minimization with four free parameters. Two of the
parameters are simply used to subtract background and adjust
the vertical scale of the data to match the calculations. The
other two parameters determine the horizontal offset and the
horizontal scale. The horizontal offset and the horizontal scale
should be the same for all spectra, with small variations caused
by the MOT location or the pointing of the Rydberg excitation
beam, both of which determine the region of electric field
that is sampled. We calculate a horizontal offset of −.01 ±
.01 V/cm, consistent with zero experimental offset. The
horizontal scale is determined to be 0.0082 ± 0.0001 V/cm
per data point. The standard deviation of <2% over a broad
range of interactions is indicative of the success of our
model.
We have also modeled the dd interaction spectra for the
32d state where we have excited individual (j,mj ) states,
which is shown in Fig. 6. Each spectrum should involve only
interactions between identical 32d atoms. For that reason
the spectra in Fig. 6 should not sum to the 32d spectrum
in Fig. 3(b) because any resonances that involve pairs of
32d atoms in different fine structure states are excluded. At
higher fields the model spectra match quite well with the data.
However, for the low-field 30g peak, there is poor agreement
between the model and the data. In fact, the initial peak looks
quite similar for all three of the j = 5/2 states. One possible
reason for this discrepancy is that our model oversimplifies the
energy exchange among the atoms. There are many resonances
within the initial peak that are spaced so closely that the
atoms could participate in multiple resonances. We plan further
experiments to explore the effect of this more complex energy
level structure.
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IV. CONCLUSION
We have observed dipole-dipole interaction spectra for
ultracold atoms excited to a broad range of Rydberg states. For
atoms initially excited to nd states, a complicated spectrum
of resonances is seen as the electric field is varied. In
spite of this complexity, our model does a good job of
reproducing the widths and locations of the resonances. Using
narrow bandwidth excitation of the 32d Rydberg state, we
demonstrate the ability to selectively excite a particular (j,mj )
state, which significantly reduces the number of possible
resonances for energy exchange. In contrast, the energy
exchange between an ss ′ pair is much simpler. In addition
to the 25s + 33s spectrum, which was the subject of one of
the first studies of resonant energy exchange among ultracold
Rydberg atoms [1], we have identified several other ss ′ pairs
that exhibit low field resonances. These may be useful in
studies where the initial distribution of atoms is spatially
localized [7,31].
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